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You’ve undoubtedly heard the term Modern SecOps. However, the elements 
of what comprise a Modern Security Operations strategy aren’t universally 
understood.

Is Modern SecOps just a buzz term? Does the framework and tactical mix differ 
from what I’m doing today? What value does it drive for my business?

Join Ascent experts for a complimentary discovery session. We will explain the 
critical people, process, and technology evolutions necessary to modernize your 
security operations strategy and optimize your posture against new and emerging 
threats.

This session will cover the business challenges and value realized by achieving 
a true Modern SecOps foundation. IT leadership will be challenged to think of 
people, process, and technology hierarchically to optimize the intelligence of their 
teams and better leverage their existing Microsoft technology.

DISCOVERY SESSION 

Traditional vs. Modern SecOps:  
3 Critical Evolutions 

ABOUT ASCENT
Ascent is the tech-enabled services partner to solve the most 
challenging cybersecurity problems. The firm is built to evolve 
cybersecurity posture, modernize Microsoft solutions, and manage 
entire security ecosystems. Ascent’s consulting excellence and Cy:lent 
software suite provide organizations with the Modern SecOps core 
needed to accelerate a safer tomorrow. For more information visit www.
meetascent.com.

Firms will learn: 

How to drive efficiency through existing 
Microsoft technology investments + 

technology-enabled services

How to shape a company culture for 
Modern SecOps adoption

Intel-driven, risk-based processes to 
better understand the threats specific 

to their industry
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